RESULTS
Potential changes generated at the non-myelinated terminal and the first node. Potential changes,generated in response to mechanical stimuli and recorded from the oil-saline interface placed near or at the terminal,were graded in amplitude and rate of rise,when stimulus strength was weak, while with stimuli stronger than a critical intensity a diphasic response of all-or-nothing pression by an impulse produced with a mechanical stimulus of just threshold strength was found to be nearly the same as that produced by an antidromic impulse.
chloride to the non-myelinated terminal,the antidromic impulse becomes monophasic,indicating that impulse conduction from the first node to the terminal is blocked,whereas the response to strong mechanical stimuli is still diphasic (FIG.6C) .However,the latter finally becomes monophasic,showing the receptor potential alone (FIG.6D) .Response of the nodes lying in the oil is hardly affected by either procaine or choline,when it is tested antidromically. However,after applying procaine or choline,the amplitude of the antidromic impulse becomes larger by about 10 the untreated terminal the all-or-nothing response is generated before the first node activity reaches its maximum.However,the possibility that change in the recording position or in the resistance by application of procaine or choline in FIG.11) ,while the amplitude of the all-or-nothing response from the terminal(filled circles)is increased suddenly to a constant value at the stimulus strength of 3 V.Empty squares indicate the amplitude of the impulse of the first node produced by mechanical stimuli,while a filled square at zero stimulus intensity represents the average amplitude of the antidromically produced impulse of the node. The maximum value of the receptor potential relative to the amplitude of the all-or-nothing impulse of the first node,elicited antidromically,is about 60% in this figure. The figure of 0.36 for the ratio of the all-or-nothing response at the terminal to the first node impulse is smaller than that of the maximum receptor potential to the first node impulse.This is unlikely.A possible explanation for this is that the first node impulse is probably initiated at the rising phase of the terminal activity,and therefore smaller values were obtained for the amplitude of the impulse at the terminal,as they were measured with abolishing the first node activity.The evidence for this argument can be seen in  FIG.8,where the all-or-nothing response to test mechanical stimulus(at room temperature)becomes greater by more than 10% with decreasing interval between the conditioning and test stimuli until the test response becomes monophasic.This suggests that the amplitude of the all-or-nothing response at the terminal is nearly the same as that of the maximum receptor potential and is half of the first node impulse. From FIG.11 and TABLE 4 it will be seen that the amplitude of the orthodromically elicited impulse at the node is smaller than that of the antidromically produced one,the former being about 0.8-0.9 of the latter,and that the former amplitude is gradually reduced with an increase in the stimulus strength. The amplitude of the maximum receptor potential is nearly equal to or rather greater than that of the all-or-nothing impulse at the terminal.If the all-or-nothing response were initiated from the first node and if in the present experiment the first node had been peripheral to the oil-saline interface,the maximum receptor potential should have been appreciably smaller than the impulse, because the former is generated at a more distant site from the recording position than the latter. DIAMOND et al.
2)recorded the receptor potential across an air gap between the 2nd and 3rd nodes and showed two potential steps at the rising phase of the potential by suprathreshold mechanical pulses when they passed anodal polarizing currents through the corpuscle.These were attributed to the activity of the first and second nodes and it was concluded that no all-or-nothing impulse 
